
Charming

ABOVE: Rather than sticking with a rustic style for all the 
furnishings, the barn incorporates modern touches. Austin 

describes the kitchen as “sleek industrial,” and explains 
that the chrome and wood combination works well, 

because it “contrasts with the ruggedness of the barn.” 

Nothing puts 
the farm in 

farmhouse style 
like a barn-to-

home renovation.

B Y  S T E P H A N I E  A G N E S - C R O C K E T T

P H O T O G R A P H Y  B Y  J A M E S  Y O C H U M

W
ith their old-fashioned rustic look, barns conjure up associations of 

roosters crowing and cows lowing, of needle-less haystacks and autumn 

harvests. And you don’t have to live on a farm to realize that barns are 

quintessential to farm life. Architect Austin DePree of Northworks Architects and 

Planners transformed this 200-year-old Niles, Michigan barn into a gorgeous home, 

revealing that even the most charmingly rustic farmhouse can use a makeover.

AUSTIN’S ANGLE
Renovating a barn is not the same as renovating a house. “They’re completely 

different animals,” Austin says. “The purity of the form drives the design in every regard.” 

For this project, the entire renovation revolved around the barn’s distinct geometric 

framework. “We strived for minimal impact to the original geometry of the building,” 

Austin says. This meant working around the existing framework to make the barn 

livable with basic elements such as plumbing and electrical wiring.

Barn

Even the most charmingly 
rustic farmhouse can use a 

modern touch-up.

Floor-to-ceiling windows span both stories and bring out the 
traditional angularity of the renovated barn. This enormous 
opening also incorporates a passage door. “I love the idea of 
maintaining large apertures,” architect Austin DePree says, 
“only because those are the most distinctive geometric features 
of the barn, and reflect its historic nature.”
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For large open floor 
plans, create individual 
“rooms” with the help of 
area rugs. This will help 

section off the space, so the 
openness doesn’t become 

overwhelming.

LEFT: The barn showcases the homeowner’s artwork collection, 

which is especially apparent in this cozy nook. The bold red 

of this painting draws the eye upward and creates a nice 

balance with the surrounding browns of the wood. “Large 

pieces of art work best,” Austin says. “Anything small in this size 

building would just get lost.” RIGHT: With such an outstanding 

restaurant-style kitchen, it’s no surprise that the owners of 

this barn-home frequently use it for entertaining. Contrast is 

key when it comes to decorating a renovated historic building. 

“Generally, the most successful style is more modern décor that 

contrasts with the barn,” Austin says.

“We wanted to introduce new 
modern details to contrast with 
the historical nature of the barn.” 

SALVAGING THE STRUCTURE 
“When we first approached the project, there were a number 

of dilapidated old buildings on the property,” Austin says. “The 

owner had the idea to convert the barn into a weekend getaway 

and space for art.” Thankfully, a substantial portion of the old barn 

remained intact, enabling Austin and his team to focus on retaining 

the barn’s historicity. “All of the siding and foundation had to be 

replaced,” Austin says. On the other hand, “the frame was very level 

for being over 200 years old.” The owner had taken good care of the 

roof, which in turn protected the barn’s overall structure.

MODERNITY IN THE MAKING
While intent on keeping the renovation consistent with the 

barn’s original framework, the owner opted for a more modern 

décor style. Austin and his team meticulously collected reclaimed 

wood to match every inch of the walling, but then decorated 

with sharply distinct furnishings. “We wanted to introduce new 

modern details to contrast with the historical nature of the 

barn,” he says.  From quirky artwork to an underground lap pool, 

Austin brought a fresh perspective to the rugged building, while 

embracing the old barn beneath the new décor.
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ABOVE: Over 200 years old, this Michigan barn 

underwent a major renovation process, as 

architect Austin DePree transformed the building 

into a weekend getaway home. Despite a few 

major additions such as the huge side window 

and underground lap pool, Austin worked to 

maintain the historical integrity of the barn. 

OPPOSITE: Plumbing and lighting are a unique 

challenge when it comes to renovating a barn. 

On top of having to introduce the systems from 

scratch, it can be tricky to bring lighting to such 

dark spaces. “Dark wood absorbs a lot of light, 

so it’s important to provide for adaptability,” 

Austin says. 

“The purity of the form drives 
the design in every regard.”

CONTRAST IS KEY
Austin’s favorite elements in the renovated barn were those that contrasted with 

the old barn’s rugged aesthetic. Believe it or not, introducing modern furniture 

can actually highlight the age and elegance of your traditional farmhouse. Here 

are a few ways to infuse modern décor into a historic structure.

1. Incorporate chrome. There’s a striking visual contrast between the rustic 

texture of wood and the glossy shine of chrome. Austin incorporated chrome into 

the home to “contrast the ruggedness of the barn.” You can do this in your own 

home, from your sink fixtures in the bathroom to your appliances in the kitchen.

2. Highlight artwork. In addition to adding color, artwork can be a show-stopper 

that becomes the focal point in the room, so if you want your room to look a bit 

more modern, add a modern painting or two. Just make sure that the painting is 

the right size for the wall. Austin recommends “matching the scale of the artwork 

to the scale of the building.” (See page 93 for more on displaying art.) 

3. Use what you have. Just because you want to modernize your space doesn’t 

mean you have to look abroad. Instead, find local art that will give your home 

a rooted feel. “A lot of the signage and décor reflects the common things 

found in the rural area,” Austin says. Not only does the art look great, but it 

came from nearby. 
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